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Somerset Rivers Scrutiny Panel Paper  

Title: SRA Future Funding  
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Purpose of the item: 

To update SRA Scrutiny Panel members on the status of the future funding of the SRA. 

Background and context   

The SRA was established in January 2015, with funding from Defra for 2015-16 and a 

commitment from government to work with the SRA to identify the preferred funding mechanism 

going forward.  Following a review of the options, the SRA concluded in September 2015 that 

establishing a separate authority, able to precept across the county, was the preferred model.  

Given this required primary and secondary legislation which, even if had been possible to 

secure parliamentary time during 2015, could not have been enacted in time for 2016/17, the 

government in its Local Government financial settlement of January 2016, included the 

provision that all Somerset local authorities could raise a ‘shadow’ precept via council tax to 

fund the SRA (to the then equivalent of 1.25% of Council Tax).  Once legislation is in place, it is 

planned by government that this provision would be withdrawn.  This means that all Somerset’s 

local authorities could, in theory, continue to raise this ‘shadow’ precept and pass the funds to 

the SRA until then. 

Although government continues to make it clear that it is their intention to develop legislation to 

enable the SRA to become a precepting body, and therefore raise its own funds, the General 

Election and emerging complexity of Brexit has led the SRA to conclude that without continued 

pressure the likelihood of this happening shortly is very slight.  At the SRA Board meeting held 

in March, the Board requested an update for their July meeting on routes to legislation, 

including whether Somerset itself, could pursue a Private Bill or a Private Members Bill.  This 

paper is attached. 

Current status and Next Steps 

At the July Board meeting, the SRA Board confirmed the importance of continuing to put 

pressure on the government to timetable the necessary legislation.  The Chair and Vice-Chair 

were therefore charged with securing a meeting with the Secretary of State as soon as 

possible.  The Board also agreed that work should start to flesh out the shape of the future SRA 

as outlined in the paper. 

However it was also recognised that the interim funding mechanism (‘shadow’ precept via 

Council Tax) may well be needed for some time.  Some councils were concerned that this might 

be difficult for them to deliver and the Board therefore agreed that we needed to put an even 

greater emphasis on spreading the word about how much good work the SRA has already 
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delivered and continues to deliver.  The new Chair of the SRA offered to visit each Council to 

support this, in the run up to annual budgetary decisions. 
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